Let g be the Lie algebra of a connected reductive group G over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0 . Suppose that G'1' is simply connected and p is good for the root system of G . Given a one-dimensional torus À C G let g(A, /') denote the weight component of Ad(A) corresponding to weight i € X{X) = %. It is proved in the paper that, for any nonzero nilpotent element e e g, there is a one-dimentional torus le C G such that e e g(Ae , 2) and Kerade C ©,>0 g(4 , i).
Introduction
Let G be a connected reductive group over an algebraically closed field K of characteristic p > 0 and g = Lie(G). The group G acts on g via the adjoint representation Ad. Given a one-dimensional torus k c G denote by g (A, i) the weight component of Ad A corresponding to weight i £ X(X) = Z. Throughout the paper we assume that p = char(A") is a good prime number for G (see (2.1) for a precise definition). Note that if p > 5 , then p is good for any reductive group over K.
The Lie algebra g has a canonical [p]-operation invariant under the adjoint action of G. An element x £ g is said to be nilpotent or [p]-nilpotent (resp., semisimple or [p]-semisimple) if xW = 0 for some e £ Z+ (resp., if x lies in the p-envelope of x^1 in g). The group G acts on the set of all nilpotent elements of g . The orbits of this action are classified by Bala-Carter under the assumption that p > 0 (see [1, 2] ). Their results are extended by Pommerening to the case when p is a good prime number for G (see [13, 14] ). Nothing seems to be published about nilpotent orbits of the Lie algebras of type E-¡ and E% for p < 5 though it follows from [20] that the number of nilpotent orbits of q is finite for any p > 0 .
Let p » 0 and e a nonzero nilpotent element of g. The Jacobson-Morozov theorem [21, III, 4.3] says that q contains a subalgebra 5 such that 5 = 5/(2), e £ s and g is a completely reducible s-module. Moreover, a standard Lie theory argument shows that there is a connected subgroup S ç G such that s = Lie(S) and any s-submodule of g is ¿'-stable. There exist a maximal unipotent subgroup Ue c S and a one-dimensional torus ke c S satisfying -Lie(Ue) = Ke, ke(t)Ueke(t)~x = Ue. Let V be an irreducible s-submodule of g. As F is ¿-stable and ke Ue is a Borel subgroup of S, there exists k £ Z+ such that F n Ker ad e ç $(ke, k). As g is a completely reducible s-module, we obtain that for any nonzero nilpotent element e £ g, there exists a onedimensional torus ke c G such that e £ g(ke, 2) and Ker ade ç 0(>o g(ke, i).
The purpose of this paper is to extend this result to the case of an arbitrary good p. Note that in this setting the result is known to be true provided all simple components of G are groups of classical type (see [21, IV, § §1,2]). So in the sequel we mostly deal with the groups of exceptional types. Throughout the paper we assume that the derived subgroup of G is simply connected. In proving our main theorem we crucially use Pommerening's classification of nilpotent elements of g and the Kempf-Rousseau theory as exposed in [18] .
The motive for this investigation originated in the representation theory of g. It is well known [6] that all irreducible representations of g are of finite dimension. To each irreducible g-module V, one can assign in a canonical way a linear function /eg* called the p-character of V. The ideal Ix of the universal enveloping algebra C/(g) generated by the central elements of the form xp -x^1 -x(x)p ' 1 , where x £ g, acts trivially on V. Given a restricted subalgebra a ç g denote by ux(a) the associative subalgebra of U(q)/Ix generated by a. It follows from the PBW-theorem that dim«*(a) = "dim a
In [23] , Kac and Weisfeiler conjectured that if G is simple and g admits a nondegenerate (/-invariant trace form, then any irreducible g-module with p-character x has dimension divisible by p(dimn(*))/2 where Cl(x) is the orbit of x under the coadjoint action of G. As I recently observed (see [15] ), for any x 6 fl*. there exists a restricted nilpotent subalgebra m^ of g such that dimrñj = jdimQ (^) and any irreducible, faithful g-module with p-character / is free over ux(mx). This result proves the Kac-Weisfeiler conjecture. In constructing the subalgebra mx , I crucially use the main result of this paper.
Concluding the introduction, note that our main result is no longer true for some simple groups of adjoint type. Indeed, let e be the image of a nilpotent Jordan block of order p in glp(K)/i = Lie(G) where G = PGLP(K). It is easily seen that the preimage of Ker ad e in glp(K) acts irreducibly on the standard glp(K)-module of dimension p. It follows that Kerade° £ Lie(F) for any parabolic subgroup P of G.
DyNKIN TORI FOR NILPOTENT ELEMENTS
2.1. Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group over an algebraically closed field K of characteristic p > 0. We assume that p is good for G ; i.e. p is greater than any coefficient of any positive root of the root system R = R(G) relative to a basis of simple roots in R.
Given a maximal torus F in G decompose g into weight spaces under the adjoint action of T giving a Cartan decomposition where t = Lie(F). Let B = {ax, a2, ... , a¡} be a basis of simple roots in R, R+ the corresponding system of positive roots, {oex ,oe2, ... ,W¡} the corresponding system of fundamental weights in the lattice of the rational characters of T. Everywhere below the indexing of the simple roots in B corresponds to Bourbaki' s tables [4, VI, Tables I-IX] .
Given a subset Bj c B one can define the standard parabolic subgroup Pj of G with Levi decomposition Pj = UjLj . Following Carter [5] [5, p. 166 ] that dimg/(0) = dimLj, dimg/(2) = dim Uj/Ujl) and dimLj > dim Uj/Ujl).
For G semisimple, a parabolic subgroup P is called distinguished if dim P/Up = dim Up/Up^ where Up is the unipotent radical of P. Any parabolic subgroup of G is conjugate in G with precisely one of the standard parabolic subgroups. A standard parabolic subgroup Pj is distinguished if and only if dimg/(0) = dimg/(2). Given x in g denote by ZG(x) (resp., by ¡B(x)) the centralizer of x in G (resp., in g). Clearly, Lie(ZG(x)) = Lie(ZG(x)°) C h(x) (the symbol H° stands for the connected component of a Zariski closed subgroup H ç G). By [21, I, §5] , Lie(ZG(x)) = ¡s(x) provided g admits a nondegenerate trace form associated with a rational representation of G. If x is a Richardson element of a parabolic subalgebra p, then ZG(x)° ç P (see [5, Corollary 5.2.4] ).
2.3. In the next three subsections we follow Slodowy's exposition [18] .
Denote by X»(F) = Hom(Gm , T) the group of all one-parameter subgroups of F and by X*(T) = Hom(F, Gm) the group of the rational characters of T. As F s (Gm)', one has X.(T) =■ Z' * X*(T). The pairing X.(T)xX*(T) -» Z given by (k,co)^(k,co), co(k(t)) = f</1'û,>, is nondegenerate. The set Xt(G) of all one-dimensional tori in G is the union \JHXt(H) where H runs over all maximal tori of G.
The Weyl group W = NG(T)/T acts on both X"(T) and X*(T). By fixing a JF-invariant positively defined symmetric bilinear form Xt ( T) x Xr ( T) -► Z one can identify the dual vector spaces XR = X*(F)<g>zR and XR = Xt(T)®zR.
To simplify notation we denote the scalar product on X^ by the above symbol ( , ). Let | | denote the corresponding norm mapping: ||x|| = y/(x, x), x £XR. Using the IF-invariance of ( , ) and the fact that Xt(G)= \JXt(g-xTg)
g€G one can extend the norm | | up to a well-defined C-invariant mapping from Xt(G) into E. If k £ Xt(G) and g £ G is such that lnt(g)ok£ Xt(T), then (by definition) ||A|| = l|Int(¿r)oA||.
To each one-dimensional torus k £ Xt(G), one can assign a parabolic sub-
Lie(L(A)) = t0 Y, Ke"> Lie(L7(A))= £ Kea. is no p £ Xt(G) with k = np, «eZ, n > 2 .
Given a C-instable vector v £ V define Av = {k £ Xt(G)\k is primitive and optimal for v}.
Theorem 2.1 (Kempf [10] , Rousseau [16] ). Let v £ V be G-instable. Then (i) Av * 0 and there exists a parabolic subgroup P(v) c C7 such that P(v) = P(k) for any k £ Av .
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where dp denotes the differential of the rational representation p. Given
Set f(X) = det(bx).
Lemma 2.3 (Kac [9] , Slodowy [18] ).
(ii) If the map (ad^)2: g(-2) -► g (2) is surjective, then f(A) * 0. In particular, A is semistable with respect to L2(k).
Lemma 2.3 together with Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.1 (ii) implies that if (ad/1)2: g(-2) -+ g(2) is a surjective map, then k £ X»(G) is an optimal torus for A and so ZG(A) ç P(k). Since Lie(P(k)) = ©,>0g(/')> this forces h(A) = ®t>oS(i) (see (2.2) for more detail).
2.6. From now on we suppose that Lie(G(1)) is isomorphic to the Lie algebra of a simply connected group isogeneous to C7(1). Given k £ Xt(G) decompose g = Lie(G) into weight spaces under the adjoint action of k : 0 = 00(0- The rest of the paper is devoted to proving the following Theorem 2.5. Any nonzero nilpotent element e of g has at least one Dynkin torus.
Let g' = Lie(G(^). Clearly, g = t+g'. It is well known that the canonical [p]-operation of g is bijective on t. Since g' is a restricted ideal of g, Jacobson's identity [8, V, §7] yields that any nilpotent element of g lies in g'. Suppose that a nilpotent element e £ g' has a Dynkin torus k £ Xt(G^X)). Decompose g into weight spaces under the adjoint action of A: g = (&ieZg(i) . Let Fi be a maximal torus of G containing k and let ti = Lie(Fi). As ti ç g(0) and 0 = ti + 0', we have g = g(0) + g'. This yields that g(i) c g' for each i / 0.
As k is a Dynkin torus for e £ g', }B'(e) ç 2^,>n0(O an<i e e 0(2). Hence k preserves ig(e). But then èB(e) = is(e) n fl(0) 0 Y¡s(e) n g(i) ç g(0) + ig(e) n g' ç £ g (0   ¡y0  i>0 showing that A is a Dynkin torus for e £ g. Thus, we may suppose that G is semisimple and simply connected. Assuming that G = G(1), denote by Gx, G2, ... , Gs the simple (and simply connected) normal subgroups of G. Let g, = Lie(G,-), 1 < 1 < s. , one can find a Dynkin torus A € Xt(G) for e £ g contained in G. Let p (resp., p) denote the parabolic subalgebra of g (resp., g) associated with A £ Xt(G) ç Xt(G). Clearly, p = p n g. But then ig(e) = yg(e) rigCpng = p. Hence A G Xt(G) is a Dynkin torus for e £ g.
2.7.
Considering the remaining case of exceptional groups we will use some classification results due to Bala-Carter [5, V] and Pommerening [13, 14] .
Recall that a nilpotent element x in g is said to be distinguished if it commutes with no nonzero semisimple element of g. Generalizing [1, 2], Pommerening proved (see [14, p. 377] ) that any distinguished nilpotent element of g is a Richardson element of a distinguished parabolic subalgebra of g. If G is exceptional and p is good for G, then the Killing form of g is nondegenerate. Applying (2.2), one can now easily observe that any distinguished nilpotent element of g has at least one Dynkin torus. Hence in proving Theorem 2.5 we may assume that e £ g is not distinguished. Since ¡g(e) = Lie(ZG(e)°) and e commutes with a nonzero semisimple element, the group ZG(e)° contains a maximal torus S of positive dimension. No generality is lost by assuming S ç T.
Let Rx denote the subsystem of roots vanishing on S. Set s = Lie(S).
Combining [ If 3([yl)) ^ 0, then either p = 5 and Rj has a component of type A4 or p = 1 and Rj has a component of type A¿. As R is exceptional, this yields that all components of Rj have type A . Therefore, ly1) is a direct sum of commuting ideals t, isomorphic to sln(K) for some r¡ < 6. A standard argument used above shows that Z.m(e)° is unipotent. Together with [21, IV, §1] this yields that e is a regular nilpotent element of fy' (see [21, HI] ).
Combining [14, p. 377] with [21, IV, §1] we obtain nowthat in both cases e is a Richardson element of a distinguished parabolic subalgebra of vy = Lie(L) ).
2.8.
In what follows we may (and will) assume that there exists I ç J such that e is a Richardson element of the standard parabolic subalgebra p/ n 1/ of the Levi subalgebra [/ . As 1/ = g/ (0), we have P/ni/ = zj0/(O)ng/(/). <>o By (2.2) we can also assume that e £ g/(0) n g/(2).
We isbijective (for dimiy)ng/(-2) = dimly^nn/ÍO) and ¡h(e) ç E,>o0^(o)n0/(') as the Killing form of g is nondegenerate on [/). This implies that there exists / e ly" ng/(-2) such that [e, f] = h . Clearly, (e, h , f) is an s/2-triple in fy1' (see [14] ).
Remark 2.6. By construction, h^ = h but it may happen for some small p that eW # 0 or /tPl # 0.
2.9. Let g = 0,eZ g, where 0, = {x £ g\(Ad ke(t)) • x = t'x for all / £ Gm}.
As ke c Lj , it preserves g/(A:) for any k £ Z. Set M/ = 0g/(/), Mj = Mjn8i and g}(fc) = g/(/c) n g,.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 2.7. If Mj l' = 0 and Bj has no component of type Ap_x, then ke is a Dynkin torus for e. Proof. Since e £ g2, it suffices to show that ke is an optimal torus for e with respect to the scalar product ( | ). Hence, in view of Lemma 2.3, it suffices to check that the map (ade)2: g-2 -► 02 is surjective. We have As (ad f)p~x(w) £ My2(p~x) = 0, this yields [/, w] = 0. Using this fact it is easy to note that (ade)p-2(adf)p-2(x) = x¿0.
But then (adf)p~2(x) ¿ 0 contradicting the equality My2(p~X) = 0. Therefore, the map (ade)2 : My2 -► Mj is injective. To complete the proof of the lemma it remains to note that dim My2 = dim Mj . D 2.10. Denote by m¡(e) the maximal weight of the (AdAe)-module gj(i) and set m(e) = roax^o w,(e). It follows from the definition of ke that the numbers m¡(e) do not depend on the characteristic of the ground field. Thus in computing m ¡(e) 's we may assume that G and g are both defined over C.
We first consider the case when all roots in R have the same length. In this case (a|a) = 2 for any a £ R. This implies that (Adke(t)).ey = t^^.ey (y£R) where k¡p / = 2 ¿2¡.^ ¡ coj . It is well known that, for any nonzero /, the subspace 0/(z") is completely irreducible as an Ly^-module. Moreover, any nontrivial irreducible Lj -submodule of gj(i) is generated by a highest weight vector that is a root element with respect to F and corresponds to a minimal (minuscule) weight of the root system Rj (indeed, as all roots of R have the same length, it suffices to note that (y, Ô) £ {-1, 0, 1} if y £ Rj , S £ R\Rj). By Lemma 2.7, if Rj has one of the types listed above, then ke is a Dynkin torus for e £\j . Suppose that e is regular in ly'. By our previous remark the map (ade)2: gj2(k) -* g2(k) is bijective if k > 1 (if p > 7, it is bijective for all k > 0).
To show that (ad<?)2: 0j2(l) -* 0/0) is bijective, observe that ßj = 1222111 , h*} = 14. Using Lemma 2.10 and [4, VI, We may (and will) assume that the root elements ey, y £ R, belong to a 
Let Rj =■ E6 x Ax c F8. In this case gj(k) = 0 if k > 3 and the
Ly^-modules g/(l), g/(2) and g/(3) are irreducible and have highest weights co{ + co{, tUg and co{ respectively. The Lie algebra ly1' has three distinguished nilpotent conjugacy classes under the adjoint action of Lj (Table 1) Table 1 (see, for example, [19] ).
If e is regular in ly1' , then applying Lemma 2.9 yields A7(l) = A7(3) = 0, A7(2) = {yx, y2}, where yx = 132m21 , y2 = 1223321 (one should take into account that ß) = 232,32H , b] = 19). Let ôx = 13f21 , ô2 = 23f321 . Using [4, VI, Let e be of type E6(a3) x Ax . Then kIyJ = 2pj -2(coJ2 -hco^ + coj). By [4, VI, Table V Without loss of generality we may assume that The Lie algebra ly1' has two nonregular distinguished nilpotent classes under the adjoint action of Lj . Their Bala-Carter diagrams are given in Table 2 . Table 2 Type D7(ai) This implies that Ai(l) = 0 and (A/,/|q) = 8 < 2(/7 -1) where à is the highest root of R+ . As (A/,/|<5) < (A/,/|à) for any S £ R with ux(S) = 2, we conclude that m2(e) < 2(p -1) and so (ade)2: Afy2+ -> Mj + is one-to-one (see our remark in (2.13)). Let e be of type D7(ax). Direct verification based on the fact that e is a Richardson element of p/ n 1/ shows that no generality is lost by assuming C -Ca3 ■+" caj T" cQ6 T" cQ7 T" Cq8 "T c(Q2+«4 + e, a4+«5* License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
As k¡yj = 2pj -2co\ , one computes (A7,/|y) = 2hty -2vA(y) + 5^(y) -bjvx(y) = 2(hty -i/4(y) -9vx(y)).
Hence m2(e) = (k[yJ\ä) = 10 < 2(p -1). This implies that (ade)2: gj2(2) -> g2 (2) is one-to-one. If i>i(y) = 1, then (A/;/|y) = -2 forces hty = ^(y) + 8 . Using [4, VI, Table VII ] we obtain that gj2(l) is spanned by ey., 1 <-i < 6, where 2.17. We now suppose that Rj ^ E7 c Eg. Clearly, Bj = B\{ag}. Therefore, gj(k) = 0 if k > 2. Moreover, the Ly^-module g/(2) is trivial and g/(l) is irreducible over Ly1' and has highest weight coJ-, .
By [5, p. 176] , any standard distinguished parabolic subalgebra p/ n ly1' of y}' has the following property:
7 <£ / and either {2, 5} c / or {2, 5} n / = 0.
Using [4, VI, Table VI ] it is easy to note that co[ , co\ , co\, coJ6 , coJ2 + coj £ QJ+ and v7(2cüj-,) = 3. This implies that, for any y £ R with i/g(y) = 1, (A/,/|y) = (A/,/|q8) = (2coJ7\ag) = 1 (mod 2).
Thus all (AdAe)-weights of g/(l) are odd. But then A/j(p_1) = 0 and Lemma 2.7 applies. Therefore, ke is a Dynkin torus for e € p/ n ly . We may and do assume that We have we conclude that (ade)2: Mj\ ■** Mj + is one-to-one. Now we suppose that e is not regular. Then e has the data given in Table   3 : Table 3 A simple checking shows that no generality is lost by assuming e ea] -r eQ3 -t-ea5 -t-eai -r ea2^rCt4 -v ea4+a5.
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Since kIyJ = 2pj-2oe{ and 2co{ = 24f00 , we have (A7,/|y) = 2hty -13i/6(y) + 3v6(y) -2u4(y) = 2(hty -vA(y) -5v6(y)).
In particular, (kIyJ\a) = 6 < 2(p-1). Since (k¡yJ\ß) <(kJyJ\a) for any ß £ R with V(,(ß) = 2, we conclude that W2(e) < 2(p -1). By our remark in (2.13), it follows that (ade)2: gj2(2) -> g^ (2) we have (kj yj\y) = (2pj\y) (mod 2) for any y£R. But (2pj\y) = 2hty -17
is odd provided i>i(y) = 1. It follows that all weights of ke on g/(l) are odd. Since g/(2) is a trivial Ly^-module, we derive that A/j(p_1) = 0. Thus í>6 C F7 can be excluded by Lemma 2.7. (2) is irreducible over L~ and has highest weight co^ . Let ë denote a nilpotent element from Table 1 . Then è = e + eQ8 where e £ ly'. Clearly kg(t) = ke(t)hag(t) for each t £ Gm. The F^'-modules gj(2) and 0/(1) are dual to each other and eQ8 and has(t) both act trivially on gj (2) . Therefore, we can apply a computation presented in (2.15) to conclude that (ade)2:gy2(-l)^g2 (-l) is bijective if p ¿ 3 (recall that gj(-l) ^ gj(l)*). By our remark in (2.12), it follows that (ade)2:A/72+-A/2,+ is one-to-one.
2.23. Let Rj be of type A5 in R =■ E6. Then e is regular in ly1', Bj = B\{a2}, ßj = 12321 and bj = 11 . Using this information and [4, VI, Table  V ] it is now easy to observe that A2(k) = 0 for all k > 0. Therefore, this case can be excluded by applying Lemma 2.7.
If Rj is of type Z)5 in R = E6, then MJy+ = gj(l). By conjugating Rj by Wo £ W if necessary we obtain Bj = B\{ax}. We have ßj = à, bj = 12, (2pj\à) = 10. If e is not regular in ly1', then e £ p/ n fy1' where / = {4} (see [5, p. 175] ). Since 2co{ = 03f2, then mx(e) = (kIyJ\ä) = 7 < 2(p -1) and Lemma 2.7 applies. Thus, we can suppose that e = ¿Zi>x ea¡ ■ Using [4, VI, Table V ] we get Ax ( 1 ) = {yx, y2} where y, = ''¿'' , y2 = ''}10 . if /> ^ 3, we conclude that (ade)2: ATy2+ -> Mj + is bijective. Now let Rj be of type D5 in R = E7. By conjugating /?/ by a suitable u; £ W we get 5/ = B\{a6, a7}. Let g denote the subalgebra of type E6 generated by e±a¡., i < 6. Then g/(l) = g~/(l) © Keai. Clearly, A^eQ7 is a trivial Ly^-module. Using [4, VI, Table VI ] it is easy to check that the LjX)- Let Rj be of type D6 in R = Eg. In this case Bj = B\{ax, a8} . For any k > 0, the Ly'-module gj(k) is completely reducible. Moreover, the highest weights of the irreducible submodules of gj(k) lie in the set {0, coJ2 , a>%, coij} (see (2.10)). By (2.10), (2Pj\coj2) = (2Pj\co{) = 15 , (2pj\oeJ-,) = 10 <2(p-l).
Reasoning as in (2.21) it can now be easily seen that (kiyj\co2) = (k¡yj\coj) is odd for any / c J such that p/ n ly1' is distinguished in ly'. Summarizing we obtain that each (AdA^-weight of MJy+ is either odd or less than 2(p -1). But then Af2^-1' = 0 and, by Lemma 2.7, ke is a Dynkin torus for e £ p/Hly^ .
If Rj has type E6 in R =■ Eg, then Bj = B\{a7, a8}. Clearly, Mj is a completely reducible Ly^-module. Let Ej(co) denote the (unique) irreducible Ly^-module with highest weight co = ¿Zi^jCH^i where a¡ £ Z+ . Let Ej(co)s be the weight space of Ej(co) corresponding to weight 5 £ X(ke) = Z under the action of ke c Ly"' on Ej(co). The Lie algebra i^1' = Lie^y1') acts on Ej(co) via the differential dp of a rational representation p: Lj -> GL(Ej(co)).
If F is a nontrivial irreducible Ly'-submodule of Mj, then either V = Ej(oj{) or V ^ Ej(coJ6) (see 2.10)). Combining (2.22) with the computation in (2.15) one easily sees that the map (dp(e))2: Ej(cof)-2 -» Ej(cof)2 is a bijection if /' = 1, 6 , p ^ 3 (note that Ej(coJx) is contragradient to Ej(co^)). From this it is immediate that (ade)2: Afy2 -► Mj is bijective.
2.
25. An argument employed in proving Lemma 2.7 shows that, if Rj has no components of type Ap_x and (ade)2: My2 -» Mj is a bijection, then so is (ade)2: g_2 -> g2 • Applying Lemma 2.3 shows now that in all examined cases ke is a Dynkin torus for e .
It remains to consider the following subsystems Rj c R :
A4, A4 x A1, A4 x A2 for R = E(, or E7 , p > 5 ;
A6 for R^E7 or Eg, A6xAx for R^ Eg, p> 1.
In all these cases we can suppose that e = ¿ZieJ ea¡. If p > 5 (resp., p > 7) and Rj is from the first line (resp., from the second line), then Af2^-1' = 0 (to obtain this one can argue as in (2.10)). Since in this case Rj has no components of type Ap-X , ke is a Dynkin torus for e by Lemma 2.7.
Thus, in what follows we may assume that p = 5 (resp., p = 7) for the subsystems from the first line (resp., from the second line). Note that, in any event, e™ = fW = 0. It is well known (see, for example, [7] ) that for any n = 0,l, ... , p-l and any fcsZ there exists a unique irreducible (SL2)(H^ -module Vnk with highest weight n + kp . Moreover, Vnk = V" y0 0 flk where n is the one-dimensional (SL2)^-module corresponding to the triple (tp, 0, 0). Any simple (SL2)(Hy module is isomorphic to one of Vnk . Since the action of (SL2)¡jjX on V"yo is induced by the «th symmetric power of the standard representation of SL2(K), the weights of V"yk are n + kp, n-2+kp, ... , -n+2+kp, -n + kp .
For any k £ Z, the module Vp_xk is projective. For any « = 0,1,..., p -2 and any k £ Z there exists a 2/?-dimensional projective indecomposable (SL2)(//)-module Pnk whose socle and cosocle are both isomorphic to Vnk . The highest (resp., lowest) weight of Pnk is equal to (k + l)p + p -n -2 (resp., (k -l)p -(p -n -2)). Any projective (SL2)(H)-module is isomorphic to a direct sum of indecomposable projective modules listed above (see [7] for more detail).
(1)
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¿>o Since Mj y _ is contragradient to Mj y + in the category of finite-dimensional (5X2)(#)-modules, Lemma 2.10 applies to Af/,-as well yielding 3B(e)nAf/C^g,-.
By construction, 1/ n S¡>o 0' = P/ n '/ • Since e is a Richardson element of p/ n 1/, then ¡g(e) n (/ C ]C,>o£li m yiew 0I" (2-2) (recall that 1/ admits a nondegenerate trace form). Therefore, ¡e(e) c Sj>o0' an(* so Ae is a Dynkin torus for e. whence ke is a Dynkin torus for e = ea,.
If R is of type F4, then C7 = Aut(g). We regard g as a subalgebra of a Lie algebra g of type E6. Let a denote the outer automorphism of g defined by extending It is well known that g is isomorphic to the subalgebra ga = {x £ g\xa = x} . Moreover, the elements ei = ea2, e2 = ea4, e3 = ea3 +ea¡ and e4 = eQl +ea6 can be viewed as root elements corresponding to the simple roots of R in Bourbaki's indexing. If e is a regular nilpotent element of ty1 ' c g where J c {1,2,3, 4}, then, up to conjugacy in G, e = ¿ZieJ e¡. It is clear from the above that there exists J c {1, 2, ... , 6} such that e = ¿Z Gjea¡ ■ Therefore, e is a regular nilpotent element of the standard Levi subalgebra of g^ associated to the subset J .
We may assume that g = Lie(G) where G is a simply connected group of type E6. It has already been proved that ke c Xt(G) is a Dynkin torus for e £ g. The automorphism a is induced by the nontrivial symmetry of the Dynkin diagram of type Eß. Clearly, the subset Bj= {a¡\i £ J} is cr-stable.
Since the scalar product ( | ) is cr-stable as well, a acts on the set {cof \i £ J} . It follows that a(pj) = pj. As (Adke(t)).ey = P^y)ey for each y e {±q,|1 < / < 6} we conclude that (AdA^i))^-1 =AdAe(/)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use for each t £ Gm . Therefore, AdAe acts on g" = g. Let ke : Gm -► Autg denote the homomorphism induced by restricting AdAe to g". Clearly, ke £ X*(G) and ke(t).e = i2e for any / £ Gm . Let g, (resp., g,) be the weight component of AdAe (resp., Adke) corresponding to weight i'eZ. Obviously, g, = g¡ng. But then 30^) = 3è(^)ngÇ (X>) nö = Eö'-\/>0 / ;>0 Therefore, ke is a Dynkin torus for e e g.
By [5, pp. 174, 175] , any distinguished parabolic subalgebra of a Lie algebra of type Ax, AxxAx, A2xAx, B2 or B3 is a Borel subalgebra. Looking over [4, VI, Table VIII ] we conclude now that the Levi subalgebra l/0 corresponding to the subset Jo = {2, 3, 4} is the only standard Levi subalgebra of g that contains a nonregular distinguished nilpotent element. Let e be such an element. By (2.2) and [5, p . 174], we may assume that e £ lJo n g/0(2) where /o = {3} .
Using [4, VI, Table VIII ] we get a2 = 83-e4 , 03 = e4 , a4 = j(ex -£2-fi3-e4).
Computation shows that co( = \a2 + 2q3 + a4 and co{ = a2 + 2a3 + 2a4.
Therefore, A/0,/0 = 2(co2 + coj) = 5a2 + 803 + 6q4 = m2a2 + 2m3a3 + 2m4a4 (as (a2|c*2) = 2 and (03^3) = (a4|a4) = 1). This implies ke(t) = h2(tmi)h3(tm>)h4(tm*) = h2(t$)h3(t*)h4(ñ.
As z^i(y) < 2 for each y £ R+ , Mj0y+ = gj0(l) © g/0(2). It is immediate from [4, VI, Table VIII ] that g/0(2) is trivial over Ly^ and the L^-module g/0(l)
is generated by the highest weight vector ey where y = 1342. Since (y|c*3) = (y|a4) = 0 and (y, a2) = 1 , we obtain (Adke(t))-ey = t5ey.
Consequently, mx(e) = 5, W2(e) = 0. But then Afj(p_1) = 0. Applying Lemma 2.7 we obtain that ke is a Dynkin torus for e e l/0. The proof of Theorem 2.5 is now complete.
